DCoins loyalty programs powered by blockchain
Mobile application that facilitates monetary (DCoins)
and non-monetary (badges) awards
Provides instant gratification (with near-real time
reward transfers)
Configurable set of “activities” for users to complete in
order to earn points
Incentivizes microbehaviors (through the creation of
custom tokens with different rule sets)
Access marketplace to redeem rewards
Allows for a broad set of redemption options (via easy
merchant onboarding)
Supported on iOS and Android

DCoins is a robust employee engagement and rewards platform

PROTOTYPING AS A SERVICE
What does it entail?
Our cross functional, agile teams develop proof of
concepts and mature them into fully developed
solutions by leveraging our portfolio of prebuilt
assets and development kits to accelerate time to
market and decrease development costs

What can our teams build?
We have industry experience with a wide range of
exponential technologies including Blockchain and
fintech vendor platforms, cognitive computing,
robotics and automation, and analytics to help
bring your vision from paper to end product

Why is it important?
Our prototyping services enables you to rapidly test
your ideas and hypothesis at minimal cost in an
immersive, collaborative environment

How does it work?
Our teams, in collaboration with your organization’s
stakeholders, spend 2 to 3 weeks developing a visual
proof of concept for a selected value proposition,
leading into a 3-6 month rapid prototyping effort
with demos at the close of each agile sprint

Make Blockchain real with Deloitte
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